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in late 1946, the parabellum-luger was introduced to the german market by walther werke. the walther made luger pistol was originally designated parabellum-
luger m1948 and was based on the walther p38. the pistol was introduced as the pistole parabellum model 1948 (p48) and was sold to the public as the luger
parabellum. the parabellum luger was manufactured until the mid-1950s.[24] the walther also produced the pistol for the argentine army from 1948 until 1954.
the argentine-made pistols are noted for having a unique "gate-opening" style safety catch.[24] swiss parabellum lugers were produced by walther, bianchi and
egli. the swiss-made pistols were produced in switzerland by swiss arms, and their serial numbers are marked with a model year. the swiss made parabellum
lugers were exported to argentina as parabellum luger model 1953, and were sold by the swiss army until 1959. the swiss army also purchased some parabellum
lugers made by bianchi.[31] parabellum lugers manufactured in germany were also imported into switzerland and sold by swiss arms. in the united states, the
luger was produced in several different variations and models in the early 1950s. the luger manufactured for the united states army was designated as the
parabellum luger m1918a1 and was manufactured by the savage arms company of new haven, connecticut. the luger made for the united states army was
equipped with a unique double-action trigger mechanism.[16] the parabellum luger model 1918a1 pistol was first issued to us army personnel in 1946, replacing
the us army's standard m1917a1 "springfield" model 1911a1 pistol. the luger parabellum model 1918a1 was the standard issue pistol of us army personnel for
over 50 years. the luger parabellum model 1918a1 is distinguished by having a double-action trigger mechanism. the luger parabellum model 1918a1 was
manufactured by the savage arms company, new haven, connecticut, from 1946 to the early 1950s, when production was moved to lagrange, georgia.
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when a luger was made of an alloy and stamped "stoeger" it had a date code stamped near the lower right side of the frame. this stamp on the frame can date
the pistol to within three years. stoeger's factory stamp was also found on the trigger guard and grip panels as well. this date code was stamped on the part of
the pistol that was made of metal. the alloy was always steel and the date code was on the part that was made of alloy. the serial number was stamped on the
frame of every luger made. the serial number was stamped on the part that was made of alloy. the serial number was stamped under the trigger guard and on
the grip panels. the serial number was stamped on the part of the pistol that was made of alloy. the.45 luger has enjoyed a surge in popularity since the great

war, with the most successful models being very accurate and powerful weapons. the wartime.45 luger was designed in cooperation with the german army. the
first lugers were manufactured by the factory, waffenfabrik der bückse, in solingen, germany and were designated as the waffenträger model 1887/1888. the first

commercial luger made in the united states was a government model, with serial numbers starting at 1,000. the luger was a major factor in the success of the
federal service, which was the main arm of the german army and navy. no longer serving german troops, the luger was sold to the commercial market, which led
to a rapid increase in sales. luger serial number 1 was one of the first 50,000 sold and is now estimated to be worth us$1 million.[25] designed by gunsmith karl

siegrist, the first luger was made in 1895. its frame was produced from pressed steel and the slide and barrel from mannlicher's a.b.c. steel. it was chambered for
the 9mm parabellum cartridge and the frame was made from 8mm round bar. it had a 4.3 inch barrel and weighed 2.7 pounds.[1] the first luger was a proof
sample for the german army and was accepted by them in 1897. the first production model was made in 1898 and serial number 1 was the first made.[2] the
9mm parabellum cartridge luger is one of the most popular guns in the world. the design was inspired by military lugers and using the 9mm round allowed the
designer to make a smaller, lighter pistol. it was the first semi-automatic pistol ever made. it is the first pistol to use the modern safety catch.[3] luger serial
number 1 was sold to james, duke of windsor, in 1903.[4] ruger safety tell the ceo customer service instruction manuals sturm, ruger & co., inc. is one of the

nation's leading manufacturers of rugged, reliable firearms for the commercial sporting market. with products made in america, ruger offers consumers almost
800 variations of more than 40 product lines, across both the ruger and marlin brands. for almost 75 years, sturm, ruger & co. has been a model of corporate and

community responsibility. our motto, arms makers for responsible citizens, echoes our commitment to these principles as we work hard to deliver quality and
innovative firearms. 5ec8ef588b
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